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Introduction: Language profile

• Chuxnabán Mixe (ISO: pxm; location: 17°01’08.3”N 95°49’46.6”W)
• Mixe-Zoquean language

• Spoken by 900 people in San Juan Bosco Chuxnabán, Oaxaca, Mexico
• Mixean territory: 290 communities, each with its own variety/dialect
• Considered ‘unsafe’: literacy mostly in Spanish, language use in village



Introduction: Language profile

Typological profile

• Polysynthetic and head-marking 
• Hierarchical and inverse alignment system (person, animacy, topicality)*
• Noun incorporation and frequent compounding
• No nominal case marking, except for locative; number marking is optional
• Independent and dependent paradigms for person and TAM markers on 

verbs*
• Verb stem changes for independent/dependent paradigm
• Word order fairly flexible, but generally verb-final

*illustrated on the following slides



Introduction: Language profile

Typological profile: Person marking

• Hierarchical and inverse alignment system (person, animacy, topicality)



Introduction: Language profile

Typological profile: Hierarchy and inverse

• Example 1: Hierarchical and inverse alignment system



Introduction: Language profile

Typological profile: Verb paradigms

• Dependent versus independent paradigms
• Verbs are inflected as being independent or dependent ≠ subordinate
• Verbs are inflected as dependent if  a non-core constituent precedes it or when a 

temporal or locative adverb or a negative particle precede it (even in main 
clauses)

• Aspect-mood suffixes on verbs also follow different paradigms for dependent 
and independent inflection

• TAM particles are invariant (e.g. past marker oojts, tëë anteriority’)



Introduction: Language data

Data for this paper

• Personal field work in 2008 and 2011 in the village, including the 
transcription of  eleven oral narratives (5-15 min)

• Transcription of  a 30-minute dinner-table conversation
• Ongoing documentation with a speaker living in the US

• Elicitation of  affirmatives from negative of  the data above
• General elicitation of  negatives and corresponding affirmatives following 

Miestamo’s (2016) questionnaire

• Data of  related languages available: 
• Ayulta Mixe (Romero 2008), Sierra Popoluca (Boudreault 2009, also 2018)



Introduction: This presentation

Negation strategies in Chuxnabán Mixe

Standard negation
• Negative markers and multiple expressions of negation
• Constructional asymmetries

Nonstandard negation
• Prohibitives with kii/këtii
• Prohibitives with ka’ap
• Other uses of kii/këtii
• Negation in non-verbal clauses



Negation: Standard negation: ka’ap

• Standard negation =  negation in main declarative verbal clauses (Payne 1985)
• Negative markers described in terms of  type, position, and number of  
markers present in a clause (Miestamo 2016) 
• In general/most frequently, the negative particle ka’ap is used in standard 
negation in Chuxnabán Mixe, as in examples (2)-(5)



Negation: Standard negation: ka’ap

• Standard negation with negative particle ka’ap (con’t)

• Negative particle can be moved before or after any noun phrase, if it remains
in pre-verbal position; post-verbal position is considered ungrammatical
• Negative particle can take the first person emphatic enclitic, evidential
enclitics, and demonstratives can cliticize to it as well



Negation: Standard negation: ka’ap

• Standard negation with negative particle ka’ap (con’t)



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’-
• Negative verbal prefix ka’- occurs occasionally in standard negation
• Significantly less frequent than the negative particle ka’ap

=> only a handful of  clauses in the data; mostly in non-standard negation 
and in combination with another form of  negation



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’- (con’t)

•In any sentence the verb may carry the negative prefix ka’- instead of  or in 
addition to the negative particle ka’ap, with some exceptions (see below)

• Both markers can be present in negative concord (Hoekesema 2009)

• Constraints to the use of  the negative prefix ka’-
• ka- can only be used as a single negator in clauses where only the subject is 
overtly expressed, as opposed to a subject and an object => see (10a-d)



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’- (con’t)

• Constraints to the use of  the negative prefix ka’-

• Same restriction as in (10d) occurs in Ayutla Mixe (Romero 2008:453)

• Ayutla Mixe: Romero (2008:453) notes an additional restriction for locative 
phrases with motion verbs, extending the restriction to non-core elements
=> this does not occur in Chuxnabán Mixe => see (11)



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’- (con’t)



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’- (con’t)
• ka’- as shortened form of  negative particle ka’ap

• Different ordering of  prefixes on verb: 
• Generally, person marker occupies the first slot
• But: in (12) the negative prefix ka’- takes the first slot in the sequence 
• => ka’- is a shortened form of  the negative particle ka’ap which has been 

attached as a proclitic to the predicate
• Intermediate stage between ka’- and ka’ap?



Negation: Standard negation: ka’-

• Standard negation with negative prefix ka’- (con’t)
• The negative prefix ka’- occurs generally with other negators in non-standard 
negation: interrogatives: (13), adverbial clauses: (14), constituent negation: (15)



Negation: Multiple expression of  negation

• Proclitic nii= occurs in non-standard negation (mostly negative 
indefinites: niipën ‘nobody’, etc. ) 

• The presence of  nii= triggers negative marking on the verb: ka’- (obligatory 
negative concord)

• Note: negator nii can also be found detached (only in pre-verbal position), and 
it can attach to the negative particle ka’ap

• Note: ni differs from nii and is probably a Spanish borrowing => see (14)

• Note: homophonous nii- = animacy marker unrelated to the negator



Negation: Multiple expressions of  negation



Negation: Multiple expression of  negation

• All three negators are not found in a single sentence in the 
naturally occurring data, but are deemed grammatical

• Negator tripling also possible in Ayulta Mixe, but rare (Romero 2008:452-3)



Summary: Standard negation & negators

• Each of  the negative markers ka’ap, ka’-, and nii= can co-occur 
with one of  the other two negative markers in a sentence

• The negative particle ka’ap can, and most often is, the single 
negator in a sentence

• The proclitic nii= always co-occurs with either the negative prefix 
ka’- or the negative particle ka’ap

• The negative prefix ka’- may occur as a shortened form of  ka’ap 
(see example 12) possibly illustrating diachronic developments



Negation: Constructional asymmetries

• Symmetric/asymmetric negation: based on structural differences 
between negative and corresponding affirmative clauses 
(Miestamo 2005, 2007, 2009, 2014, 2017)

• Constructional asymmetry: structure of  the negative clause is 
NOT identical to the structure of  the corresponding affirmative 
clause, in addition to the presence negative markers

• Chuxnabán Mixe shows constructional asymmetries
• Negative markers are not simply added to a corresponding affirmative 

clause
• There are several accompanying constructional differences
• The presence of  the negative particle ka’ap triggers dependent inflection 

on the verb



Negation: Constructional asymmetries

• Chuxnabán Mixe dependent/independent distinction

• A sentence is treated as either independent or dependent, each with its 
own set of  inflectional person markers and aspectual/mood suffixes

• Dependency is triggered if  a non-core constituent, such as an adverb, a 
temporal or locative particle, or the negative particle ka’ap, precedes the 
predicate

• This means that a predicate is marked as independent only in sentences 
that solely contain core argument constituents before the verb

• Dependency is unrelated to subordination and occurs in both main and 
subordinate clauses

• The same occurs in other Mixean languages (see Romero 2008)



Negation: Constructional asymmetries

• Chuxnabán Mixe dependent/independent distinction



Negation: Constructional asymmetries

• Chuxnabán Mixe dependent/independent distinction formally
• Special set of  person prefixes
• Special set of  aspect/mood suffixes
• Verbs stem variations depending on dependent or independent forms 

(based on different conjugational verb classes) (patterns need further study 
in Chuxnabán Mixe)

• However: not all negative clauses are in dependent inflection
• When the proclitic nii= co-occurs with the negative prefix ka’-

the verb can be either in the dependent or the independent based 
on the constituents preceding the predicate

• The same occurs when only the negator ka’- is used
• *Note example (12): where ka’- occurs as shortened form of  

ka’ap, person prefix shape the same in dependent/independent, 
2s = m-, and thus can’t tell the difference



Negation: Constructional asymmetries



Summary: Constructional asymmetries

• Chuxnabán Mixe dependent/independent distinction with 
different negators:

• Sentences with ka’ap are always dependent
• Sentences with ka’- as sole negator are generally independent 

(unless non-core constituent precedes verb)
• Sentences with nii= are either dependent or independent based 

on the type of  constituents that precede the predicate:
=> only clauses with niipën ‘nobody’ can be independent



Summary: Constructional asymmetries

Summary
• Asymmetries include: a) separate set of  person prefixes;

separate set of  aspect/mood suffixes; c) special verb stem
• Not all negative clauses exhibit constructional asymmetries 
• Dependent forms are not specifically associated with negatives 

=> should these asymmetries be considered of  the subtype A/Cat (Miestamo
2013b)?



Negation: Prohibitives with kii/këtii

• Two kinds of  asymmetries for prohibitives (Miestamo 2005)
• Differences in negation strategies between declaratives and imperatives 
• Differences in verbal constructions in positive and negative imperatives

• Chuxnabán Mixe: multiple ways of  expressing prohibitives
• Generally formed with a special negative pre-verbal particle këtii or 

kii and an optional negative imperative suffix –ëch
• Positive imperatives are formed using the bare verb stem, except 

with a first person undergoer that is marked as an enclitic
• First person undergoer is marked in both affirmative and negative 

imperatives



Negation: Prohibitives with kii/këtii



Negation: Prohibitives with kii/këtii



Summary: Prohibitives with kii/këtii

• Prohibitive strategy differs from standard negation and thus 
represents the first type of  Miestamo’s asymmetry

• It also differs from imperatives (which are formed using the bare 
verb stem)

=> in prohibitives the verb takes 
• a) person prefixes from the dependent set (since the particle is pre-verbal)
• b) the plural –të (same as in the imperative), but only if  the suffix -ëch does 

not occur

• Note: unlike in declarative clauses, the second person actor is 
marked even if  the clause contains a first person undergoer

• Kii seems to be a shortened form of  këtii; the two particles can be 
used interchangeably



Negation: Prohibitives with kii/këtii

Constraints in the use of  kii/këtii with other negatives

• Prohibitive particle has to occur clause-initially (no other negator 
may precede it) (see 32b)

• The presence of  other pre-verbal negative words triggers the 
presence of  the negative prefix ka’- on the verb, in addition to the 
suffix –ëch (as in 32b)

• In prohibitives with other negative words, the suffix –ëch may be 
the only prohibitive marker (as in 33a)



Negation: Prohibitives with kii/këtii or -ëch

• may precede the prohibitive particle.



Summary: Prohibitives with kii/këtii

• Asymmetries referring to differences in negation strategies between 
declaratives and imperatives: a) special markers kii/këtii and the 
optional suffix -ëch, b) -ëch is obligatory in clauses without kii/këtii

• Asymmetries referring to differences in the verbal constructions 
used in positive and negative imperatives: a) imperatives formed 
with bare verb stem + first-person enclitic, if  applicable; b) 
prohibitives take the dependent person and aspect markers (same 
patterns as in declaratives) + obligatory first person undergoer 
enclitic when present

• But: prohibitives can also be formed similar to negated declaratives 
=> with negative particle ka’ap + obligatorily the verbal suffix -ëch



Summary: Prohibitives with ka’ap

=> two competing strategies to form prohibitives: kii/këtii + (-ëch) 
or NEG/ka’ap + -ëch
• Ayutla Mixe: no special negation strategy (Romero 2008:307)
• Sierra Popoluca: special negator ‘ot’oy in prohibitives/optatives (Boudreault 

2009)



Summary: Prohibitives

• Asymmetries referring to differences in negation strategies 
between declaratives and imperatives: a) special markers kii/këtii



Other uses of  kii/këtii

• Negative particle kii/këtii also used in negative polar interrogatives 
=> no formal distinction between prohibitive and negative interrogative (38)



Other uses of  kii/këtii

• Negative particle kii/këtii also used in non-verbal negative 
interrogatives and negative existential



Other uses of  kii/këtii

• Negative particle kii/këtii also used in tag questions



Summary: used of  kii/këtii

Negative particle kii/këtii can be used in:
a) Prohibitives
b) Negative polar interrogatives (verbal predicates)
c) Negative polar interrogatives (non-verbal predicates)
d) Negative existential
e) Tag questions
=> -ëch is optional in a), b), e) + possibly d) (needs further study)
=> occurs clause-initially in a)-d)
=> occurs sentence-finally added to previous statement in e)
=> kii/këtii strategy may be a politer form for prohibitives, but it is 
becoming the main strategy



Negation: non-verbal clauses

• Non-verbal negatives differ from non-verbal affirmative clauses in 
that the non-verbal predicate takes person prefixes (dependent 
inflection); juxtaposition occurs in the affirmative

• Non-verbal negation differs from verbal negation in that in 
addition to the negative particle ka’ap, the predicate takes the 
enclitic =ëch (in equatives and attributives)

• The enclitic =ëch does not occur in the future which shows 
different strategies for both affirmatives and negatives

• There is a second negation strategy in equatives and attributives 
involving a verbalizer –‘a’t/-‘aajt



Negation: non-verbal clauses



Negation: non-verbal clauses



Summary: Negation in non-verbal clauses

• Negation strategies in locatives and existentials differ from those in 
other non-verbal clauses



Summary and conclusions

• Negation has proven to be very complex in Chuxnabán Mixe
• As expected, different types of  clauses exhibit different negation 

strategies, but what is special is that the language often has multiple 
negation strategies for a particular type of  negation, as well as 
multiple negators in a clause, some of  which as optional

• Multiple expressions of  negation within a single clause may be due 
to old and new negators occurring simultaneously whereby 
optional negators may represent the older forms

=> this makes Chuxnaban Mixe an interesting language for studying 
diachronic developments
=> this may also open the possibility of  studying variation within 
negation (i.e. frequency of  competing strategies)
=> important to use both naturally-occurring and elicited data



Summary and conclusions

• Given that the distinction between dependent and independent 
inflection is pervasive in the language and not specifically related to 
negation, examining negation based on asymmetries resulting from 
this distinction may be less useful in this language

• Open questions: is the suffix –ëch in prohibitives and negative 
interrogatives the same as the negative enclitic in non-verbal negation?

• Further study: 
• study the use of  each negator for each type of  clause or 

construction and determine the limits of  its use (form to function)
• examine diachronic developments
• possible borrowing and areal spread of  negation strategies
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Dios kujuuyëp!
Thank you!
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